Pulsed TV-holography (PTVH) can be used for obtaining two-dimensional maps of instantaneous out-of-plane displacements in plates. In particular, scattering patterns generated by the interaction of elastic waves with defects can be measured with PTVH and employed for non-destructive inspection and damage detection in plate structures. For quantitative characterization of damage (position, dimensions, orientation, etc.) on this basis, modeling of elastic wave scattering is usually performed in terms of full-vector three-dimensional formulations based on elasticity theory. In this work, a finite element method (FEM) applied to a two-dimensional scalar model based on Helmholtz equation is employed for obtaining a quantitative description of the scattering patterns, avoiding the aforementioned more complex and rigorous standard approach. Simulated scattering patterns are obtained with the scalar FEM assuming harmonic regime and free-stress boundary conditions. The corresponding experimental interaction of narrowband Rayleigh-Lamb waves with artificial defects in plates are measured using our specifically developed PTVH system. In our case, the raw optical phase-difference values are processed by employing a specially developed procedure, based on a two step spatial Fourier transform method, to derive a high quality two-dimensional acoustic field map from which an important part of the noise component has been filtered out. A comparison between filtered experimental maps and FEM simulated maps is developed, considering defects with different sizes in relation to the acoustic wavelength.
INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic techniques are routinely employed for non-destructive testing (NDT) and evaluation of plate-like structures in industry. 1 Many new developments have been introduced along the last three decades and assessment results has been progressively more quantitative in an increasing number of applications due to the simultaneous advances in theoretical studies of elastic wave propagation and scattering and developments of numerical techniques.
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In our case, we have demonstrated that non-destructive inspection of plates can be performed by using twodimensional acoustic fields of instantaneous out-of-plane displacements obtained with a self-developed pulsed TV-holography system. 3, 4 The detected ultrasonic field maps the elastic wave scattering patterns from which information related to defects (position, dimensions, orientation, etc.) has to be extracted. For obtaining a quantitative characterization on this basis, the most direct and reliable possibility would be to adapt to our system output one of the existing numerical schemes based on the vectorial linear theory of elasticity (f.i. references [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Nevertheless, selection a model among this wide spectrum of possibilities and its subsequent adaptation to our case is far from being direct. The main reasons are twofold: 1) in contrast to more classical ultrasonic schemes (f.i. pulse-echo classical configuration) that provide outputs with high temporal resolution and low spatial information content, our system provides information with high spatial resolution, i.e. a large number of spatial samples (about 10 6 ), at a much smaller number of temporal samples (typically 8), 2) the field of view of the detected two-dimensional scattering pattern contains tens of ultrasonic wavelengths, which means that the modeling of the wave propagation and interaction has to be adequate within the mid-high frequency range. These two features invalidate or limit the applicability of many existing approaches designed for high temporal resolution outputs and/or low frequency regime.
As a basis for numerical or analytical approximations, simplified theories can be an alternative to vectorial models with a wide applicability because the limited number of situations in which they can be applied occur often in practice. In this context, plate theories have been employed for analyzing the scattering of guided waves by cylindrical inclusions in plates 10, 11 showing good agreement in the near-field when compared with experimental 2D ultrasonic fields detected with scanning optical heterodyne interferometry 12 or shearography.
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Also, a 2D scalar model has been employed for solving the inverse problem of scattering by cylindrical inclusions in plates using experimental data obtained with a whole-field TV-holography technique close to ours.
14 Reported results in reference 14 also include the presentation of near-field and far-field simulated scattering patterns for different defect types, but a direct comparison between simulated and experimental ultrasonic field values is not presented.
Recently we have studied the capability of this 2D scalar model based on Helmholtz equation for obtaining a quantitative description of the output 2D maps associated to artificial defects in plates and detected with our PTVH technique. 15 In this work a state-of-the art numerical method 16 was employed for obtaining simulated scattering data and includes, to the best of our knowledge for the first time, a direct comparison between simulated and experimental ultrasonic 2D scattering patterns of guided waves by defects in plates (a hole and a slot) both in near-field and far-field simultaneously.
In this work we study the capability of finite element method (FEM) combined with a 2D scalar model based on Helmholtz equation for obtaining a quantitative description of the scattering patterns produced by through-thickness holes in plates. We briefly describe the theoretical framework for modeling in the harmonic regimen. Details concerning our TV-holography experimental system for elastic wave detection and the procedure for obtaining the 2D acoustic field from optical phase-change maps by means of a specially developed Fourier transform method are also included. The procedure for obtaining simulated scattering data employing FEM is outlined. Finally a comparison between experimental maps and FEM simulated maps is developed considering holes with different sizes in relation to the acoustic wavelength. Results confirms the capability of the scalar model combined with FEM to obtain reasonable agreement between theory and experiment.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Model for the scattering of waves in plates by through-thickness defects
We consider plates (figure 1a) as linear isotropic solids in which wave propagation can be described by linear elasticity theory, within small (infinitesimal) strain regimen and linear stress-strain relationship. 17 Harmonic time dependence with a single temporal frequency f is assumed as adequate enough for the case of narrowband excitation, as is employed in our experiments. Also, we restrict the scope of the model to scattering phenomena produced by through-thickness holes with residual depth e = 0 (see figure 1b) for which plate geometry depends only on (x 1 , x 2 ) coordinates. In these conditions, 15 the scattering for the out-of-plane component of displacement u 3 over plane (x 1 , x 2 , h) (top surface of the plate) can be modeled by means of the partial differential equation
where k is the Lamb wavenumber, Γ denotes the boundary of the two-dimensional through-thickness defect andû 3m denotes the complex amplitude associated to the instantaneous out-of-plane component as
We have implicitly assumed that only one propagating wavenumberfrequency pair of the Lamb spectrum contributes to the out-of-plane component (as is f.i the case of Rayleigh waves).
As starting point for modeling stress-free conditions at the hole boundary, that imply restrictions on the spatial derivatives of the total field, we have considered the particular case of homogeneous Neumann Boundary 
which has given good results in our previous work for an equivalent problem. 
Formulation of the boundary value problem for the scattered field
Complex amplitude of total fieldû 3m can be separated asû 3mi +û 3ms whereû 3mi andû 3ms represent complex amplitudes of incident and scattered fields respectively. Assuming that the incident field is a plane homogeneous wave propagating along positive x 1 direction (i.eû 3mi is equal toû 3mp= u 0 exp (−jkx 1 )), equations (1) and (2) can be rewritten in terms of the scattered fieldû 3ms as
and ∂û 3ms ∂n
In addition to (3) and (4), scattered outgoing waves are guaranteed by radiation condition n · ∇û 3ms + jkû 3ms = 0 for rk >> 1 ( 5 ) over a circle concentric with the hole with radius r and outwards unit normal n. Equations (3), (4) and (5) are a complete definition of the boundary value problem (BVP) in our case. 18 The well-known analytical solution of BVP (3-5) can be expressed as
that describes the scattered field as a superposition of cylindrical waves H (2) n (kr) with different amplitudes and phases that diverge from a virtual source located in the center of the hole. In the case of an incident field with cylindrical shape and propagating directions centered around positive x 1 , it could be expected that equation (6) would give a reasonable approximation for the scattered field provided that the incident wavefronts have a curvature radius much larger than the hole radius D/2. FEM solution based on the discretized version of BVP (3-5) should match (6) and will be employed for numerical calculation of the scattered field in the case of incident cylindrical waves with slight curvature as stated above.
We stress the fact that the presented model is valid for regions located a few wavelengths away from the hole, where contributions of the evanescent modes are not relevant. An exact description of the scattering process requires both propagating and evanescent Lamb and SH modes for taking into account modal conversion effects at the cylinder border and to fulfill the stress-free boundary conditions (for a more detailed outline of how equation (1) appears from basic relations of linear elasticity theory including an a priori justification of this scalar model see reference 15 and references therein). In any case, the validity of the presented scalar model can be justified a posteriori on the basis of the comparison of model results with experimental data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Test plates
Several through-thickness holes were adequately prepared in aluminum plates with dimensions 300 mm × 100 mm × 10 mm for the experiments. In all cases plates were supported so that the constraints at their surface are minimized (resting on a horizontal board covered in velvet fabric) and plasticine was used as acoustic absorber at the edges of the plates to avoid reflections of the incident and scattered waves that could disturb the measured acoustic fields inside the region of interest (ROI) (figure 1b). Areas without defects in these plates were employed for analyzing the incident field in our PTVH experiments and also for evaluating the longitudinal wave velocity (by means of the classical pulse-echo method) resulting c L = 6358 m/s.
Description of the experimental system
The lay-out of the experimental system used to generate and to detect the elastic waves is depicted in figure 2. For this set of experiments Rayleigh waves were generated by means of the classical wedge method. A long tone-burst consisting of 99 cycles with a central frequency f = 1.000 MHz was used to excite the piezoelectric, in a way that the generated Rayleigh wavetrains are quasi-monochromatic (figure 3a). The wavelength of the produced quasi-monochromatic Rayleigh wave λ R was measured with the procedure described in reference 20, resulting λ R = 2.96 mm, so that the Rayleigh phase velocity is given by c R = λ R f , resulting c R = 2930 m/s. On the other hand, the instantaneous out-of-plane acoustic field u 3 (r, t) at the plate surface due to the propagation of the Rayleigh wavetrain is measured with a self-developed double-pulsed TV holography system.
The core of the system is a twin-cavity pulsed, injection seeded and frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (Spectron SL404T), which emits two laser pulses with a duration of 20 ns that are used as the illumination source. Two correlograms are recorded in separate frames of a CCD camera (PCO Sensicam Double-Shutter). Each correlogram corresponds to the interference of a reference beam and an object beam scattered back by the plate surface. The system is set up to be sensitive to the out-of-plane component of the displacement of the surface points. For maximizing sensitivity, the delay of the laser pulses is set to 3 half-periods of the Rayleigh wave (i.e., the minimum number of odd half-periods for which the camera can record the two correlograms in different frames).
A processing procedure based on the spatial Fourier transform method is applied to the correlograms, 21 which renders the so-called optical phase-change map ΔΦ (r, t), proportional to the instantaneous out-of-plane acoustic displacement field u 3 (r, t), i.e.:
being λ the wavelength of the laser and t the instant of emission of the first laser pulse. The optical phase-change map given by (7) represents itself a useful means to assess the interaction of the Rayleigh wave and the holes. However, a second processing procedure based on the Fourier transform can be applied in order to improve signal-to-noise ratio and to calculate the acoustic amplitude u 3m (r, t) = mod [û 3m (r, t)] and the total acoustic phase ϕ 3T (r, t) = arg [û 3m (r, t)] of the Rayleigh wave, from which the complex amplitudê
of the ultrasonic field can be obtained by simply selecting an arbitrary value of time t 0 for which ϕ m (r) = ϕ m (r, t 0 ). Our procedure 22 consists of an improved version of previous method described in reference, 21 that is based on the spatio-temporal 3D Fourier transform of a set of optical phase-change maps corresponding to successive instants delayed by a quarter of the wave period. In our case, eight optical phase-change maps delayed 250 ns were taken in each experiment and the spatio-temporal 3D Fourier transform method was applied to the whole set. The obtained experimental complex amplitude is the raw data for the comparison with numerical simulations.
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Finite Element Method
Among different possibilities 2, 5-9, 16 that could allow to numerically evaluate the scattered field solution of BVP (3-5), we have selected the well-established finite element method. 23 Following the standard approach to FEM a discretized version of BVP (3-5) can be implemented in computational domain limited by two concentric circles (figure 3b). The interior circle (B1) is the border of the hole itself and condition (4) applies. Radiation boundary condition (5) is employed over the exterior circle (B2) with a radius R that has to be selected to be much larger that the acoustic wavelength and to include ROI corresponding to experimental data (in practical terms we have employed R ≈ 20λ). To calculate the theoretical scattered field in the whole ROI, considering symmetry respect the main propagation direction of incident field (direction x 1 ), the real computational domain was reduced to the top-half including a new virtual border (B3) and the corresponding symmetry boundary condition.
Practical implementation and processing of numerical data based on this approach have been developed employing open source FEM package Elmer and self-developed routines in Matlab. We have meshed the domain with triangular second order Lagrange finite elements, assuring at least 10 elements per acoustic wavelength. Analytical solution for the scattered field given by equation (6) was employed for testing the output of FEM code, obtaining an average relative error lower than 3/1000, that was enough for our present purpose.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Incident field characterization and theoretical approximation
The analysis of the experimental incident field generated by the wedge in a plate without defects reveals a slight curvature of the wavefronts (figure 4a) similar to the shape of a cylindrical wave and a non-uniform amplitude profile in a section transversal to the main propagation direction (figure 4d). Employing a series of acquisitions in the same conditions digitized within time intervals of 5 minutes repeatibility was estimated. Relative deviations between maps were of the order of 20 percent for both amplitude and real part (figure 4c). Taking into account that the typical value of the amplitude was about 5 nm, these values were in accordance with a previous estimation of the noise of the technique. A theoretical approximation to this incident field can be obtained using a synthetic quasi-cylindrical wave that diverges from an equivalent point source locate behind the wedge ( figure 3a) . The synthetic fieldû 3mc (figure 4b) can be derived by following an objective matching procedure in three steps: 1) by properly selecting the location and phase of the equivalent point source over plane (x 1 , x 2 ), the curvature and phase of the synthetic wave is matched to the curvature and phase of the experimental incident field over a region of reference (ROR) preselected inside the ROI (figures 4a and 4b), 2) the amplitude of the synthetic wave is modulated by an envelope (figure 4d) evaluated as the normalized average transversal amplitude profile of the experimental incident field in ROR and 3) the relative amplitudes of experimental and synthetic incident fields are adjusted by equating their average values inside the ROR over the profile along direction x 1 that corresponds to the location of the amplitude maximum of the envelope (figure 4d). Agreement between experimental and synthetic quasi-cylindrical incident fields is quite reasonable.
Scattering patterns
Comparison between theory and experiment for scattering patterns generated by holes could be performed in terms of totalû 3m or scatteredû 3ms fields. Our PTVH experiments can only measure directly the total field and, on the contrary, the output of FEM numerical calculations give only the theoretical scattered field. Then, for comparison, experimental scattered field has to be obtained from total experimental field or total theoretical field has to be derived using theoretical scattered field. Figure 5 . Scheme for the calculation of the total theoretical field in the case of a plate with a hole: E (experiment), T (theory). The rectangle over the spectrum select the backpropagating components filtered out in total experimental field for obtainingû 3mf .û 3mf gives an adequate approximation to experimental incident field in the region between wedge and hole. By locating the ROR in this zone the objective matching procedure is developed to obtain a synthetic cylindrical waveû3mc that combined with the numeric scattered fieldû3ms gives total theoretical field for comparison with experiments. Amplitude represents the Fourier spectrum, the real part the rest of the fields.
First option is not feasible in our case due to the fact that, when a hole is present in the field of view, Fourier components associated to forward scattered waves and incident wave are completely mixed in left part of the Fourier spectrum (figure 5) and cannot be easily separated without assuming additional hypothesis.
Second option is possible by adding, to the known theoretical scattered fieldû 3ms , the corresponding theoretical incident plane homogeneous waveû 3mp corresponding to the formulation of BVP. But even if theoretical scattered field could match its unknown experimental counterpart, total theoretical field ealuated asû 3ms +û 3mp could not match with a total experimental field that includes a quasi-cylindrical and inhomogeneous incident wave (see figures 4a and 5).
Hence, within the second option, the correct approach would be to obtain a synthetic quasi-cylindrical wavê u 3mc matched to the unknown experimental incident field. An estimate ofû 3mc can be obtained by filtering out in the experimental total field all the Fourier terms corresponding to spatial frequencies with negative components along direction x 1 (figure 5). In this way, scattered waves that propagate backwards from the hole can be eliminated and results an experimental filtered complex amplitudeû 3mf that is a good approximation to the experimental incident field only in the area between wedge and hole (figure 5). Hence, selecting the ROR in this area, the synthetic waveû 3mc can be obtained following the same objective matching procedure described for plates without defects (see previous point). Then, the theoretical total field can be constructed by addinĝ u 3mc to the known theoretical scattered fieldû 3ms corrected for amplitude ratio and inhomogeneity in the same way thatû 3mc by steps 2) and 3) of the objective matching procedure.
Following this approach we have obtained the total theoretical field for scattering of quasi-Rayleigh waves produced by holes of several diameters. In figure 6 typical examples of total experimental and simulated patterns are shown. A simple visual inspection reveals their close agreement both in modulus and phase. For quantitative comparison, profiles along direction x 1 and x 2 of the maps for the total scattered fields are presented ( figure 7) . Even though the main features of the scattering pattern appear well correlated, pixel-to-pixel agreement between maps is not as good as their 2D visual matching and the evaluated average relative error between theory and experiment is of the order of 20%, in consonance with measured noise levels and repeatibility.
At this point, image processing techniques that average or reject the noise on the basis of spatial or morphological filtering could be applied. Also a more formal evaluation of the inhomogeneity and shape of the incident field generated by the wedge can improve the agreement for a more complete theoretical scheme that should include the effect of the speckle noise. A more comprehensive analysis of these issues will be addressed in future work but, in any case, we believe that the presented results are enough to say that the experimental contrast of the numerical simulation is positive. 
CONCLUSIONS
Scattering of elastic waves in plates has been studied employing two-dimensional maps of instantaneous out-ofplane displacements obtained with a self-developed PTVH system. Experimental data have been compared with simulated scattering patterns obtained with FEM. Outputs of FEM routines were tested using the analytical solution for the scattering by impenetrable holes and compared with experimental scattering patterns. Agreement between theory and experiment gives support to the employed two-dimensional model and shows the viability of employing FEM for quantitative characterization of experimental scattering patterns of elastics wave in plates obtained with our PHTV technique. To improve the reliability of the model further work should be done including the analysis of other defect typologies and other excitation frequencies and Lamb modes. Also the effect of the speckle noise and curvature and inhomogeneity of the incident field generated by the wedge should be addressed.
